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Abstract. People counting is an important subject for various applica-
tions and analyses. This paper proposes a novel method for counting the
number of targets by using the layer scanning of depth information pro-
vided by the KinectR© sensor. The steps of this method include construct-
ing a depth image background model, deriving foreground depth map,
filtering the noise, classifying the targets, and screening the area of tar-
gets with layer scanning to calculate the number of targets by determining
the highest position of the respective targets, tracking and analyzing the
objects, and counting the number of the objects. Moreover, the dynamic
number of targets is calculated using a tracking algorithm. The proposed
system is beneficial in automatic, effective, and precise calculation of the
number of targets in a specific area. Furthermore, the technique of the
present method is not affected by the changes of the ambient light which
can effectively reduce the interference of the background.
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1 Introduction

Calculating the number of the objects within a certain regional space is impor-
tant to manage the objects. Although infrared rays and ultrasonic sensors have
been used for people counting, no perfect solution can overcome crowded and
occluded situations. Several methods have been proposed to count passersby
in several indoor spaces with a mounted overhead camera. Masoud and Pa-
panikolopoulos [1] implemented a blob-tracking method that can alleviate sev-
eral occlusions or overlapping conditions. Chen [2] implemented a useful method
on solving the merge-split problem when tracking people. The purpose of [3]
and [4] was to solve the crowd-counting issue by using various methods. Chen
et al. [5] expanded the field of counting people to a more applicable level. Antic
et al. [6] used the K-means algorithm to analyze the number of passing people.
Lu et al. [7] have applied the Kinect R© sensor to track people. In order to over-
come the disadvantage of the various instruments in the prior art, this work uses
a Kinect R© infrared depth sensor and supplemented by the detection method
to provide a real-time layer scanning method to enhance the accuracy of the
counting objects.
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2 System Architecture

The proposed people-counting system uses a Kinect R© sensor mounted on a
ceiling to allow the sensor to capture the downward-vertical viewing field.
Figure 1(a) shows the scenario of the system setup and application. The scene
has incoming and outgoing pedestrians, and they are detected and tracked when
they enter the viewing region. Figure 1(b) shows the complete flowchart of the
proposed procedure and implementation, which comprises three parts: depth im-
age background modeling, the layer-scanning method, and objects analysis and
counting. The first N depth frames are averaged for use as the main background
for the image subtraction step in layer-scanning.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The people counting scenario; (b) The complete system flowchart

3 Proposed Layer Scanning Algorithm

3.1 Depth Background Subtraction and Value of Interest(VOI)
Foreground Extraction

In contrast to the ordinary method of background subtraction, the image that is
analyzed in this study is a depth image. Background subtraction is employed to
derive a foreground object which means shooting a (N+1)th frame where objects
appears and comparing with the background map constructed in the previous N
frames as illustrated in Section 2. The background will be updated periodically.
After setting this value according to our interests (value of interest (VOI)),
the appropriate foreground was obtained after background subtraction. Next,
morphological opening and closing operations followed by connected component
analysis were applied to remove the noise and obtain a smoother foreground for
post-estimation.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Layer-scanning concept diagram; (b) Cluttered objects separation using
layer-scanning method with different depth range layer labels

3.2 Layer-Scanning Algorithm

Figure 2(a) shows the fundamental concept of this method. Because the direction
of the proposed sensor is vertically downward, the shapes of the pedestrians in
the scene are similar to ellipses. The area of projection of the upper portion of a
person is normally smaller compared to the lower one; thus, if when comparing
and stacking the areas of every layer from low to high, the top portion of each
object can be estimated. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed
layer scanning method.

Algorithm 1. Layer-scanning

1: initialization value of interest(VOI) depth threshold
2: while VOI threshold does not reach limit value do
3: background subtraction
4: morphology(opening and closing)
5: connected component analysis
6: copy processed object area and provide new label mark to the object area
7: if VOI depth threshold is less than limit value then
8: increase VOI depth threshold by one layer value
9: end if
10: end while

3.3 Object Area Analysis and Cluttered Objects Separation

An area range condition was set to eliminate the smashed area based on A1 ∩
A2 ∩ A3 ∩ · · · ∩ An = result, where low area value < Ai < high area value,
0 < i ≤ n. Generally, a first loop scanned by the first scan is shown in Fig. 2(a)
labeled by 1. The range 1 is the depth range of the knee to the foot of a human, the
foreground depth map thereof has a lighter grayscale value. Superposing the ob-
tained foreground depth maps respectively, and removing the discrepant area to
obtain a highest height portion, thereby determining the highest position of the
object is the range n. Furthermore, the cluttered objects can be correctly sepa-
rated by identifying the above mentioned highest portion of the objects using dif-
ferent depth range layer-scanning. Therefore, the proposed method is superior to
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the other state-of-the-art approaches in the aspect of solving the crowd-counting
issue. Figure 2(b) depicts the concept of cluttered objects separation. The fore-
ground objects are correctly identified as two objects using depth range labels 4
and 5, even-though these two objects are connected with each other.

3.4 Tracking Algorithm and Counting

After using the proposed layer scanning method, each frame may possess candi-
date moving objects. The objects adjacent to each other are reclassified to obtain
the number of the objects. The tracking in this study may fulfilled by comparing
the foreground depth map in consecutive video frames and selecting the shortest
distance for pairing. Furthermore, the vector of each object can be estimated by
calculating the difference in the coordinates of an object. Thereafter, the vec-
tor information can be used to identify whether an object is moving upward or
downward.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The proposed real-time people-counting system was implemented to operate at
approximately 30FPS. The sensor is set approximately 3m above the floor.
All of the experiments were performed in real-time. Several conditions of the
experiments are shown in Fig. 3, including normal speed walking, fast moving,
bi-directional moving, several people walking closely, etc.. The proposed people-
counting system can, on average, count people with an accuracy of 96.11% in the
range of 50 to 200 cm. Table 1 presents the results of the experiments. Figure 3(c)
shows the situation of false counting caused by an object of a pedestrian has
the same depth value as the pedestrian. To solve this issue, the feature value

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) One fast moving person test; (b) Two people walking in bi-directional way;
(c) False count condition

Table 1. Experimental results

Test In Out Correct In Correct Out Accuracy

1 57 38 55 37 96.93%
2 103 125 99 123 97.25%
3 223 195 211 187 95.24%
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regarding shape can be integrated into the system or the color histogram can
be used to determine more accurately if an object is human. Moreover, the fast-
moving objects and sudden switching on and off of the light test indicated that
both of these conditions do not influence the people-counting result.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel method for counting the number of the targets
using the layer scanning method based on the depth information provided by
Kinect R© sensor. The steps of this method includes constructing a depth image
background model, filtering the noise of foreground frame and classifying the
targets, and screening the area of targets based on layer scanning to calculate
the number of targets by determining the highest positions of the respective
targets. The depth data and proposed algorithm were used to view the top
region of each object with the Kinect R© sensor; thus, each object was tracked
correctly, despite their lower portions being connected and the highest portions
not being connected. In addition, the dynamic numbers of targets are calculated
using tracking algorithm. The proposed people-counting system can, on average,
estimate people with an accuracy of 96.11% in the range of 50 to 200 cm. The
results were not influenced by changes in lighting condition, except when exposed
to sunlight or other strong luminaries according to the experimental results.
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